
he international community has
massively assisted efforts to
enable the return of minority

populations to their homes in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, yet a survey from
the United Methodist Committee on
Relief (UMCOR) suggests that external
assistance has often been misguided.

In order to understand better the
predicament of minority returnees
and to identify improvements in the
system, UMCOR, with funding from
the Dutch government, has since the
beginning of 2000 been conducting an
ongoing review of the return process.
2,500 returnee families from all areas
of Bosnia have been included in the
survey sample. All the families have
received assistance from the
Netherlands government via a variety
of NGOs, local and national authori-
ties. The survey identified many
positive aspects of the return process
as well as some negative.

The main finding was that of the
houses surveyed in the review 17%
were found not to be occupied by
families once they had been rebuilt.
35% of families illegally occupy, with-
out fear of eviction, both their rebuilt
original home and the home of a dis-
placed minority in a different area 
(the so called ‘dual occupants’).
When a returnee does vacate an ille-
gally occupied property, the original
owner often puts the house up for
sale rather than return.

Researchers found that minority dis-
placed people face a myriad of
problems when returning to their 

original home. While security is the
greatest concern in such areas of con-
tinuing tension as Srebrenica, in
general returnees cite fear of unem-
ployment as their gravest worry.
Minority unemployment far exceeds
the national average of 45–60%.
Poverty among returnees is so great
that in some cases it has led to a ‘re-
migration’ of families to areas where
they can find some work. The majority
of families report that since they
returned jobs, equitable policing, eco-
nomic opportunities, accessible health
care and acceptable education have
been denied to them. These minorities
often now live on the fringes of their
new society. 

The current approach to assisting
returns includes ‘sustainability assis-
tance’ via provision of small income-
generating grants or agricultural
assistance. UMCOR found that
although returnees fully utilise this
assistance, these inputs are often only
sufficient for recipient returnee fami-
lies to survive at an extremely low
subsistence level. Those returnee fam-
ilies who have been back home for
more than six months often identify
the kind of assistance which would
make their livelihoods sustainable but
are unable to access further assistance
from aid sources and do not qualify
for micro credit. Many long-term
minority returnees are disillusioned,
trapped in poverty and feel aban-
doned by organisations who have
ceased to have contact with them once
they have signed off completed projects.

The survey has highlighted important
lessons to be learned. Although there
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The international community must
invest further in the country and
assist in establishing structures
needed for reconciliation. But the
path from confidence-building to
coexistence and then to reconcilia-
tion must be walked by the Bosnian
people themselves. The key is work-
ing with young people and allowing
them, through an operational Truth
and Reconciliation Commission,
to deal effectively with their past,
thus ensuring reconciliation and a
peaceful future.   
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The views expressed are the 
personal views of the author,
and not necessarily shared by
the UN or UNHCR. 
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Discontent with
assistance to the
Bosnian return
process

by Guy Hovey

How sustainable are minority returns? 
What do the displaced themselves think of the
return process and the programmes designed
to facilitate return?
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Returnees to Sopi, Suva Reka region.



is an increasing rate of return to
original homes, there is also a disre-
gard of property laws and an
inability or unwillingness on the part
of the authorities to evict dual occu-
pants. This requires urgent and
robust action. The quantity of empty
vacated housing in Bosnia and
Herzegovina indicates that many
people do not wish to return to their
original homes and have put down
new roots elsewhere where they are
in an ethnic majority.

The international community and
the Bosnian government need to
address the growing problem of
poverty and disillusionment which is
spreading throughout returnee com-
munities. There is a danger that if
disillusionment grows it could be
harnessed by nationalists with tragic
results. 

The term ‘sustainability assistance’
requires definition, understanding
and application. UMCOR defines the
term as ‘provision of the opportuni-
ty for a returnee family to reach
their own vision and goals in order
that that family can develop within
indigenously accepted norms’. In
order to provide these opportunities
donors should be encouraged to
fund ‘second tranche’ sustainability
inputs. There is a need for all agen-
cies to work more closely with
returnees, maintain links and work
to empower them to take communi-
ty action on community issues. This
would strengthen communities and
ease the feeling of ‘abandonment’
felt by some returnees. 

In short, if Bosnia is to move from
non-conflict to a state of peace,
property laws need to be enforced
and the views of minority returnees
listened to. Both donors and imple-
menters need to reflect and take a
hard look at what they are doing to
assist the displaced.  

Guy Hovey works for the United
Methodist Committee on Relief.
Email: guy@umcor.com.ba
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igns of hope include the collapse
of the Khmer Rouge (ending
decades of civil war), Cambodia’s

entry into the Association of Southeast
Asian nations (ASEAN) in April 1999
and the imminent trial of some former
Khmer Rouge leaders.1 Governance is
high on the agenda of the new coali-
tion government as donors push for
reforms in judicial, civil, social and
economic sectors.

Reconciliation within former Khmer
Rouge areas has been pursued at a

very pragmatic level. There is no South
Africa-style ‘truth commission’. The
main perpetrators of the late 1970s
genocide are elderly men, most of
whom live undisturbed in villages
along the Thai border. The ‘mixing’ of
government and former Khmer Rouge
populations, accelerated since the
absorption of all areas into govern-
ment administration in 1998, takes
place almost without incident. 
The most pressing issues are chronic
poverty and how to bring participatory
politics down to commune levels.

Following 30 years of war and mass displace-
ment, Cambodia is entering an era of relative
stability. Political tensions have eased, refugees
and internally displaced people have resettled
and steady economic growth is forecast.
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Participatory planning
in Cambodia: 
reconciling communities

by Jon Bennett

For an extensive list of links relat-
ing to Bosnia and Herzogovina,
visit the FMR website at
www.fmreview.org.

Click on ‘Links’, then
‘Displacement/Conflict/Countries
Hosting Refugees’ and then on
‘Bosnia and Herzogovina’.
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